
          

           
          
          

 FERRATUM PRO
  Ref: Z61000  
 

FERRATUM PRO

The rest loop allows you to rest comfortably on the longest
and most complicated via ferrata crossings, including the
carabiner. The anchoring strap is made with an elastic part,
making the energy absorber closer to the harness, making it
more comfortable and able to avoid generating the typical
pendulum effect.

Its compact dissipative bag makes it easy to transport and
manipulate the set. The protective bag of the dissipative
strap is closed with velcro, which allows it to be opened to
ensure that the tape is in good condition, thus facilitating a
periodic check.

The ergonomic design of the carabiners makes them easy to
handle. The carabiners are made of aluminium and the two
gates are of different colours, thus avoiding possible errors in
transitions from one anchor line to another.

The energy absorber is conveniently transported in a bag
included in the kit.

Designed for mountaineers with experience in via ferrata
progression. Especially indicated for practising long and
demanding via ferratas. In places like the Dolomites (Italy),
where the first via ferratas in history were built, the Ferratum
Pro will always be up to the task.

Characteristics

Actuating force: 1.2 kN
Weight: 600 g
For users weighing between: 40 and 120 kg
Ergonomic design
Carabiner gates with colour differentiation
Rest loop integrated in the kit (carabiner included)
Made of: polyamide, HMPE and aluminium
Transport bag
EN958:2017 certification
Manufactured in: Sant Quirze de Besora (Barcelona-
Pyrenees)

Packaging info

The packaging is made entirely of biodegradable material
(kraft paper). The base of the dyes applied is of vegetable
origin. All packaging must be recycled as paper.

   

Información técnica:  

Brand: Fixe

Country of origin: Barcelona - Pyrenees (Spain)

Color: Black + Red

Material: Polyamide, Dyneema,
Aluminium

Format: Bag + Blister



          

           
          
          Width: 5cm

Breaking Strenght: 22kN

Activation Force: 1,2kN

Configurator: No

Size long: UNISIZE
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